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General Guidelines for the MATI – Project Areas 
 

Dear Volunteer, 

 

MATI is very happy about your willingness to contribute to the project and is 

keenly interested to establish a good relationship with you. These guidelines 

should give you an idea what to expect and how to prepare yourself. So 

please consider the following things: 
  

I. ECOLOGY 

1. We in the Mati community place a huge emphasis on ecological, sustain-

able living. It is an initiative of extreme importance to us, and we would ask 

you to support us in our efforts with all your heart. As foreigners, local peo-

ple will closely follow the examples you set, so your impact in this regard 

can be huge. While living in the project area in Huzurikanda you will be part 
of a very sensitive eco-system. It is MATI’S concern to live with nature and 

value it as the prime source of life. So we want to keep our damaging impact 

on the environment as low as possible. Since there is no public recycling 

system, a few simple rules apply: 

- Separate your waste into things that are bio-degradable (kitchen-

waste, food leftovers, paper) and can therefore be put into the decom-

posing system and all other stuff that has to be burned.  

- Reduce ! Please try to reduce waste by avoiding any unnecessary 

packaging materials. Maybe you can give this matter some thoughts 

even before coming here, so that you leave all unnecessary plastic 
wrappings at home. Please notice that it is common practice in the 

project area not to bring plastic bags from the markets, follow this 

example and carry your own cotton bags. If you cannot avoid plastic 

waste, bag it up and carry it with you to Mymensingh where it can be 

sold to recyclers.  If you bring batteries, please do not throw them 

into the rubbish here, they are hazardous for the ground water, rather 

take them back home with you, where a proper recycling system ex-
ists. Try to use rechargeable batteries (akkus), which you have to 

bring from Germany. 

      

- Reuse: Do not always buy a new water bottle, rather fill up used ones 

with water from the pump. 

 

 

2. The water from the toilet will be cleansed and filtered in the project’s 

own water purification system, however, all other dirtwater will go di-

rectly into the ground. We are aware that this is a problem and are 
thinking about solutions, in the meantime it just means we have to 
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make sure to keep the harmful effort on the soil as low as possible.  

Lots of shampoos/soaps/chemicals contain biologically un-degradable  

ingredients, such as particular tensides. So please do consider what 

you are bringing  

with you. In Germany –unlike in Bangladesh- there are lots of envi-
ronment-friendly  

products available, so if you buy any cleaning fluids or washing pow-

ders, take brands  

like Frosch or Ecover etc…The same applies for your personal cosmetic 

needs, brands  

like Weleda or Alverde (dm) follow an environment-sensitive philoso-

phy.  
Rinse the toilets and sinks with water directly after use, so we don’t 

have to use    

chemicals to clean them later on. 

Save water ! Use the bucket system to flush the toilets, and turn of 

the taps while    

brushing your teeth, doing the dishes etc. 

 

II. PERSONAL CONDUCT 

 

1. You will be living in the project’s guesthouse, which is considered as 

your personal space and allows you to get some time to yourself. 

While staying in the project it will therefore also be your responsibility 

to keep it tidy and clean. 

 

2. The food in the project will be simple but nurturing. Dishes consist 

mainly of various fruits, vegetables and dals, alongside rice and pota-

toes. Meat will be served only occasionally. If the quantity of the food 
offered is not sufficient, please tell us, so we can arrange more. Be 

sensitive with food, never throw food away, remember, that you are 

living among people who often go hungry.  

 
3. You will be living in a predominantly Muslim village area. In Muslim so-

cieties the consumption of alcohol is considered inappropriate. Please 

be sensitive and respect people’s feelings in this regard. We would ask 

you not to drink any alcohol while staying in the project in Huzuri-

kanda. There will be other opportunities where drinking won’t cause 

any ill feelings. 

 

4. As far as smoking is concerned, our project area is a smoke-free 

zone, this means smoking is not allowed and there are no exceptions 

made. Please be especially sensitive not to smoke in front of children, 

and do not encourage smoking when being together with locals. Set an 

example!  
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5. Considering clothes, this is just a short reminder, that the clothes you 

bring from home should meet certain requirements. In general, with 

regard to Muslim sense of decency, but also with regard to practical 

matters such as climate, we advice you to wear lose-fit trousers or 
long skirts (if you like) and shirts. Anything showing naked shoulders, 

or legs should be avoided, belly-free is also a no-no. Longsleeves are 

useful in the evening hours as protection against the mosquitoes. A 

warm sweater or jacket is also a good idea, especially during the win-

ter season (November – March) evenings can get a bit chilly. 

A pair of sandals or slippers and a pair of more solid boots will also 

prove useful. 
Your clothes should be simple, but clean and nice, since outer appear-

ance is noticed in BD. 

 

6. You will notice soon enough that relationships in Bangladesh differ 

from Europe on all levels. There is a great respect for authorities, so 

always be respectful. The family is of high value. Furthermore, while 

all our staff have a friendly demeanour amongst each other, males and 

females do not touch openly. You can have good friendships with the 

opposite sex, but please be aware of the limits. When dealing with lo-

cals, this means also that you don’t take a person of the opposite sex 

into your room with you or stay out late at night with them, if you are 

not in a group of people. Westerners are often perceived as people 

with lose morals in Islamic countries, please do your utmost not to 

support this viewpoint. You should also keep out of discussions on 

sexual topics, even though people might be curious. But no matter 

what you say, people will never understand your cultural background, 

and therefore there is a high risk, that they get it all wrong. The com-
mon situation in Bangladesh is that people get married early, hardly 

have boyfriends or girlfriends before marriage, and stay together with 

one partner for life. Anything else, even though it exists, is considered 

as not really appropriate, especially not for women.  
 

If you adhere to a few simply rules, you will most likely not encounter any 

problems in Bangladesh, but on the contrary, you will be warmly received 

everywhere you go, and soon enough feel a part of the community as much 

as anyone else, and very likely be sorry when it is time to leave again.  

 

FINAL NOTE: 

 

If there are any problems, no matter whether personal or professional, 

please come and talk to us immediately, so we can find a solution.  


